
Installing Toerail Skirts

If your boomtent is equipped with a toe rail skirt, follow these steps.

1. Start: by tying your boomtent using the provided instructions. Now that your boomtent is tied into place, you may proceed onto fitting your skirt.

2. Cutting skirt for stanchions: you will notice the skirt is sewn on the outside of your cover and needs to be cut  for each stanchion and bow-stern rail support.
By holding skirt up and using a pair of scissors, cut  from the outer edge of the skirt straight down stopping approx. 2-3 inches from the inner sewn edge at each stanchion, bow & stern rail 
support. (fig 1.)

3.     Installing  4” inch Velcro: after you made all your cuts, flip the skirt up to expose the underside of  the flap.  Using provided  Velcro,  attach 4” inch double sided Velcro pieces to one 
side of the slit. Use the hook side to stick to the underside of the skirt. Line the Velcro  pieces up with the outer edge of skirt and  stick Velcro  approximately half way onto one side of the  
slit, leaving approx. 2inches of Velcro  to secure other side of the slit. 

4.      Extending skirt: You will now be able to stretch the skirt out beyond the toe rail  and down onto the hull. Finish connecting the Velcro  across the slit.

Note:  The rigging shrouds and topping lift Velcro tabs have been installed for you. Use this as an example.

5. Skirt Corners:  The transom corners of the skirt should be done last.  You will need to stretch the side skirt onto the back skirt over lapping them. Now cut both layers perpendicular to the 
inner corner where the 2 skirts meet. Apply Velcro pieces. (fig.2)

6. Skirt tie: Secure the skirt around the hull in the bow by using provided rope. Additional Velcro  tie tabs can be purchased if you want to secure  the skirt with rope under the hull. (This is

not necessary).

Note: In subsequent seasons you will only 
need to Velcro the skirts together…
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